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idea since the geometry of the associated functionals is more transparent to

analyze in these cases. Thus, in Chapter 1, solutions can be obtained as strict

minimizers of an appropriate energy functional, and in later chapters, the non-
linear eigenvalue problems associated with periodic solutions are more easily

described.
One difficulty with the book is the strange and interesting ambiguity of Hamil-

tonian systems reacting with critical point theory. Thus, physical ideas of in-

tegrable Hamiltonian systems, conservation laws, quasi-periodic motions, and

the K.A.M. theorem are hardly mentioned even though these concepts are very

fundamental for the current study of nonlinear Hamiltonian systems; while

for Critical Point Theory the ideas described seem relatively unmotivated in-

stead of coming from a coherent geometric picture of mechanics. Thus, the

book focuses on finite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems and does not discuss

infinite-dimensional systems at all, even though such an extension is very im-

portant in contemporary research. The book focuses on Hamiltonian systems

connected with the theory of oscillations in engineering, but the ideas connected

with periodic motions in celestial mechanics are hardly mentioned, even though

they both are very basic and very classic. One exception occurs in Chapter 9.2,

on p. 207, when periodic solutions of autonomous second-order systems near

equilibrium are considered. But, the associated classical result associated with

the Russian mathematician, Liapunov, is not described. Nor is the historical

context of why this result is so important. The idea of periodic motions associ-

ated with Kepler's two body problem are not described, nor the context for the

historic search for periodic motions in the more general three-bodies case.
All in all, with the above caveats, the book of Mawhin and Willem is a very

fine introduction to the ideas of utilizing contemporary functional analysis for

the classical physical problem of periodic motions of finite-dimensional Hamil-

tonian systems. Many other books on this topic are being written, and it is

hoped that the volumes will not only popularize the subject but lead to a great

flowering of this discipline utilizing the most contemporary results in mathe-

matical analysis and topoplogy.

M. S. Berger
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
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If you asked a number theorist, an analyst, a logician, and an arithmetic

geometer to define capacity theory, you would be likely to hear four different

answers. To a number theorist, capacity theory has to do with the possible loca-

tions of sets of Galois conjugate algebraic numbers, as well as with criteria for
power series to be rational functions. An analyst might discuss potential theory

and extremal subharmonic functions. Logicians have found capacity theory to
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be a powerful tool in studying the decidability of diophantine problems. Finally,

an arithmetic geometer might view capacity theory in terms of arithmetic inter-
section theory, though the precise connection between the two is an interesting
problem at present.

Robert Rumely's book, Capacity theory on algebraic curves, is a remarkably

thorough and complete description of an arithmetic capacity theory on curves
over global fields. To develop this theory, Rumely gives among other things a

generalization to Riemann surfaces of classical capacity theory on C and a new

analysis of Neron's local height pairing on curves over nonarchimedean local

fields. I will describe Rumely's main number theoretic result below. One conse-

quence of it is that Hubert's tenth problem concerning decision procedures for

systems of diophantine equations has an affirmative solution over the ring of all

algebraic integers. Thus Rumely's book has something specific to offer to each

of the four groups of mathematicians mentioned above. For all readers it pro-

vides a fine example of how number theory, analysis, and arithmetic geometry

can join forces.

At 437 pages, Rumely's book is not short. While it contains lucid summaries
of the main ideas, the bulk of the text is concerned with setting the right foun-

dations. Before reading it I would strongly suggest reading the brief summary

given in [8]. In this review I will focus on Rumely's main result and I will try to

point the reader to some useful mileposts in his book. At the end I will discuss

recent related results and some personal impressions about the subject and this
book.

The inspiration for Rumely's main result is the following theorem of Fekete

and Szegö. Suppose E is a compact subset of C that is stable under complex
conjugation. One definition of the capacity of E is y(E) = e~v^ where

(1) V(E)=   inf   //     -log\x-y\dv(x)dv(y)

and the inf is taken over all probability measures v on E. Here V(E) is just

the minimal energy of a charge distribution of total mass 1 on E with respect

to the logarithmic potential -log|x - y\. The unique probability measure vE

for which the minimum is attained is called the equilibrium distribution of E.

Theorem 1 (Fekete and Szegö [4, 5]). (a) If y(E) < 1 then there is an open

neighborhood U of E containing only finitely many complete sets of conjugates
of algebraic integers, and

(b) If y(E) > 1 then every open neighborhood U of E contains infinitely
many such sets.

Building on work of Cantor [1] for the projective line, Rumely proves an

adelic generalization of this theorem for arbitrary curves W over a global field

K. The set E is replaced by a pair (W, äf) consisting of a product J? = Y[VEV

over the places of K of subsets Ev of %?(KV) together with a finite Gd\(K/K)-

stable subset %? of W(K). Here K is an algebraic closure of K contained

in an algebraic closure Kv of the completion Kv of K at v. If W and

Sf satisfy suitable hypotheses, Rumely defines a capacity y(W, Sf) > 0 via

potential theory, and proves the following theorem.

Theorem 2 (Rumely). Suppose that each Ev is stable under Ga\(Kv/Kv)

and that y(%, 3?) is well defined.
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(a) If y(2> ,äf)<\, there exists a product f¿ = Y[VUV of open neighbor-

hoods Uv of Ey in W(KV) that contains only finitely many complete sets of

Gdl(K/K)-conjugate points of ^(K), and
(b) If y(&, 8?) > 1 then all & as above contain infinitely many such sets of

conjugate global points.

What is remarkable about this theorem is that it is simultaneously general,

quantitative, and effective. For example, the theorem is general enough to im-

ply (with Bertini's Theorem) that any absolutely irreducible affine variety 'V

over K has a point over the ring O of all algebraic integers if and only if *V

has a point over the integers Ov of Kv for all nonarchimedean places v of

K. At the other extreme, Theorem 2 has many concrete applications to the

existence of units in number fields and integral points on elliptic curves whose

conjugates satisfy various congruence conditions and archimedean constraints.

For a sample of these latter results, see pp. 4-6, 368-372.

I will now discuss the chapters of Rumely's book.

Chapter 1 is introductory. After reading this, I suggest reading the exposition

of the proof of Theorem 1 given in §1 of Chapter 6. This will greatly clarify

the basic principle of the proofs. Potential theory enters into Theorem 1 in the

following way. Let h(z) e R[z] be a monic polynomial of large degree whose ze-

roes are distributed throughout E according to a discrete approximation to the

equilibrium distribution vE defined after equation (1). Then d ,L ., log|/t(z)|

is approximately equal to

(2) / log|z - w\dvE(w) = -Ue(z) = G(z, oo; E) - V(E)
JE

for z away from E, where ue(z) and G(z, oo; E) are called the conduc-

tor potential and the Green's function of E, respectively. By adjusting the

coefficients of h(z) to be integral we arrive at a monic auxiliary polynomial

f(z) € Z[z] that can be used to control the algebraic integers appearing in

Theorem 1. In a similar way, the basis for Theorem 2 is the construction of

auxiliary rational functions f(z) e K(W) having the local properties discussed

in §2 of Chapter 6. The basic problem is to build a potential theory, first for

each place v of K and then adelically, which is sufficient to construct such

Rumely's first step in developing v-adic potential theory is to replace the clas-

sical potential -loglx-yl by -log[x, y]r, where [x,y]{ is a "canonical dis-

tance function" between points x, y e &(KV) normalized so that C G ̂ (Ky) is

the "point at infinity." In §2 he gives several constructions of [x, y]r and shows

that it may be recovered from a two variable "Arakelov function" ((x, y))v .

For archimedean v , ((x, y))v is (up to normalization) an Arakelov Green's

function in the usual sense, and depends on the choice of a volume form on

^(Ky). Using electric circuit theory and a detailed analysis of Neron's local

height pairing, Rumely develops a remarkable counterpart of Arakelov Green's

functions for nonarchimedean v. In this case, ((x, y))v depends on the choice

of a probability measure on a "reduction graph" constructed from the special

fibres of "well-adjusted" integral models of W over sufficiently large finite ex-

tension of Kv .
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In §§3 and 4 Rumely treats local capacity theory. Depending on the choice

of C 6 W(KV), he defines a local capacity Vr(Ev), an equilibrium measure

on Ev , a conductor potential Uev(z , Q , and a Green's function G(z, f ; £„)

analogous to the classical case. If v is nonarchimedean the theory applies to

many interesting Ev that are not compact, and the analysis of which Ev are

"algebraically capacitable" is subtle. For all v, Rumely considers when there

are rational functions hv(z) e KV(W) for which d \h . log\hv(z)\v is close

to a prescribed linear combination of Green's functions for z in a specified

domain. Such "approximation theorems" generalize those involved in Theorem

1. Rumely also shows his local capacity Vr(Ev) for reasonable Ev coincides

with the natural counterparts of the transfinite diameter and Chebyshev constant

of a compact subset of C.

Following Cantor [1], Rumely defines in §5 the global capacity y(W, ä?) to

be the value of a certain matrix game constructed via the local Green's functions

G(z, C; Ey). This definition may seem bizarre at first, but it arises naturally

from viewing the construction of the auxiliary functions f(z) e K(W) as an

optimization problem. The proof of Theorem 2 is carried out in §6. The most

delicate part of the proof is the "patching construction," which generalizes the

passage from real to integral auxiliary polynomials in the proof of Theorem 1.

I will now discuss some recent research related to this book. Rumely's treat-

ment of archimedean Green's functions suggest asking similar questions about

the higher dimensional counterparts suggested by Siciak, Zaharjuta, and others

(see the Bulletin review [10] by B. A. Taylor). Rumely's approach to nonar-

chimedean Green's functions, together with Kani's [7], may eventually prove

relevant to an important question of Gillet and Soulé's [6, p. 96] concerning

how to do arithmetic intersection theory analytically at all places. Motivated by

[6], I defined in [2] a "sectional capacity" for varieties of arbitrary dimension.

In [9] Rumely establishes the relation between sectional capacity in dimension

1 and his and Cantor's capacity y(#\ a?).

My own impression of arithmetic capacity theory is that it still has some

way to go before achieving the kind of spectacular applications arithmetic in-

tersection theory has found to the Mordell and Lang conjectures [11,3]. It is

encouraging nonetheless that some of Rumely's ideas play a role in important

recent work of Zhang [12] in Arakelov theory. Concerning Rumely's book, I

found it to be very carefully written, and it succeeds in its goal of carefully

laying foundations. On the other hand, it can be tiring to read, particularly in

the technically detailed middle chapters. This may be hard to avoid given the
complexity of the material.

Capacity theory on algebraic curves contains a wealth of ideas and techniques,

and it has something to offer a wide variety of mathematicians. The book is

an attractive combination of analysis, number theory, and arithmetic geometry,

and for readers with some endurance it will be every rewarding.
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Nonlinear elliptic and evolution problems and their finite element approxima-

tions, by A. Zenisek. Academic Press, London 1990, 422 pp., $45.00.
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For a bounded polygonal domain Q c K2 consider the boundary value prob-

lem

(1) -z3t~b'(x' "' Vm) + ¿>o(*> u, Vu) = f   inQ,
,=i 0Xi

u = 0   ondQ,

where b¡: ßxlxl2-»!, i = 0, 1, 2,  are smooth functions satisfying the

ellipticity and growth conditions

2      o,

(2) E »jr(x> QWj * a^i + *&)   Vx € a, V£, n e R3 ;
i,j=0°Çj

(3)

(4)

&»■«
+ |*/(jc,{)I<c(H-|{|),    Vxefí, V¿eR3;

dbi
ô£ v*'£) <c   Vxeiî, Ce


